SULLIVAN+STRUMPF SINGAPORE
OPENING 10 JUNE 2016

Sullivan+Strumpf is proud to announce the grand opening and inaugural exhibition of their gallery space in
Asia – at Singapore’s Gillman Barracks.

Directors Ursula Sullivan and Joanna Strumpf

“It is hard to believe that with the unprecedented growth of the contemporary art market over the last decade, that we are the first Australian gallery to open a
space in Asia, but it’s true” says co-director and owner, Ursula Sullivan. “For the last seven years we have watched Singapore grow as a dynamic arts centre,
we have felt the enthusiasm of its audiences and their zest for great contemporary art. We know that now is the time to be here on the ground and consolidate
our place in this region.”
As the first Australian gallery to establish its presence in Asia, Sullivan+Strumpf will open an exhibition space in Singapore at the renowned arts enclave,
Gillman Barracks. For Directors and Owners, Ursula Sullivan (43) and Joanna Strumpf (41), this new chapter aims to present a platform for artists to further
develop and reach the broader Southeast Asian arts community while nurturing its existing relationships.
“We met 20 years ago and immediately forged a partnership over a shared passion for contemporary art. Our goal has always been focused: to connect artists
and art with museums and collectors. We have been committed to our artists and their practice by continually evolving the gallery and positioning them in the
global art scene. Being in Asia on a permanent basis is the next step to bring visibility of artists we work with to the region and develop new opportunities”,
explains Sullivan
The gallery has established a strong identity in Asia already by its active presence in art fairs such as Art Stage Singapore – S+S have participated in every fair
since its inception, and the premiere art fair, Art Basel Hong Kong. The gallery has captured the loyalty of collectors and the attention of world’s media with its
stand-out booth presentations and exceptional artists. Through its Singapore gallery, S+S will embark on a series of exhibitions showcasing its artists – both
emerging and established - and also aims to foster engagement with local and regional artists.
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The inaugural exhibition Arrival explores the work of artists that reflect on themes such as identity, materiality, construction of memory, as well as the fragility
and malleability of the human condition. Through recent works in diverse media – such as sculpture, painting, photography and installation – Arrival encourages
spectators to delve into the complexity of contemporary art practice.
This initial offering will include artists such as Tony Albert, Sydney Ball, eX de Medici, Tim Silver and Hiromi Tango. For many of these major artists it will be their
first time exhibiting in Asia. Following this exhibition, acclaimed painter Sam Leach, winner of the Archibald and Wynne prizes, will have a solo show of his latest
body of work. Joanna Lamb, Alex Seton and Sam Jinks will have their debut shows later in the year.
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“We have always received a warm and genuine reception from the collectors of Singapore and we see huge potential here. As a hub, it is also the perfect base
to connect with our network of collectors throughout Asia and beyond – while still being only 8 hours from Sydney (which for Australians is close!) Singapore is
an exciting and dynamic epicentre for the convergence of art, and we can’t wait to being part of it”, concludes Joanna Strumpf.
Established by Ursula Sullivan and Joanna Strumpf in 2005, Sullivan + Strumpf presents the work of emerging and established artists working at the forefront
of contemporary art. The gallery is both critically and aesthetically engaged with the work of it’s represented artists and is committed to the development of their
practice. With their Australian base in Sydney, their new gallery located in Singapore’s Gillman Barracks art precinct is their first gallery in Asia.
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PRESS INQUIRIES

JOIN S+S FOR OUR OPENING FESTIVITIES
OPENING NIGHT PARTY
Fri 10 June 7PM
ARTIST IN DISCUSSION
Meet artists Karen Black, Joanna Lamb, Richard Lewer, Alex Seton + Tim Silver
Sat 11 June 3PM
(includes 1/2 price ice creams from Creamier)
2016 EXHIBITION TIMELINE:

ARRIVAL 		
SAM LEACH		
JOANNA LAMB		
ALEX SETON

June—July
July—Sept
Sept—Oct
Oct—Dec
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